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Greetings to Robert Land’s Friends and 
Families.

I wanted to take a moment to thank 
all of you who are involved in our new 
Parents’ Fundraising Committee and 
Alumni Committee, as well as our Board 
Members, Donna Moody and Mike 
Maislin, who serve on these committees 
in addition to all their other Board 
responsibilities. 

I had the great pleasure of sitting in with 
the Parents’ Committee last night and am 
very excited about the possibilities.  I was 
so happy to see so much work had been 
done already and so many talented and 
enthusiastic parents working together.

I encourage all 
of us to support 
their various 
endeavours for 
the benefit of the 
Academy, not 
only because we 
need the support, 
but because 
they sound like 
a lot of fun and are aimed at our present 
environment with COVID.

It’s always important to remember that 
Robert Land Academy is a not for profit.  
Our exceptionally high staff to student 
ratio certainly challenges our financial 
resources, however, it is that level of 
supervision, teacher time, and mentorship 
that makes the program successful and 
makes you feel comfortable about the 
safety of your sons.   

Fundraising allows us to enhance our 
program for the betterment of all and to 
provide financial assistance to those who 
require it. 

Again, thank you all for your ongoing 
support.



Barman Mohammed  

 Everyone is different.  There is something that works 
for each person that helps them press on to improve.  
If you would have asked me a year ago, I would never 
have ever guessed what’s working for me now.  

   My first weeks at the Academy were tough.  My first 
day, I got myself placed on suspension, and had to 
run my laps after finishing Fall Ex training!  I tried 
to find a way not to participate on the Fall Exercise 
and had several rather large lap entries.  Despite 
these problems, the fact that I could not force my 
parents to take me home immediately was my biggest 
problem. I spent a great deal of time lying, threatening, 
challenging, you name it, I tried it.  No matter what 
tactic I tried, I could not convince my parents to rescue 
me.  I was upset at myself as these tactics had worked 
so well for me in the past.  I felt lost.  I had all of this 
anger and energy and I had no idea what to do with it.  
I guess it was becoming apparent to others that I had 
all of this built up energy as people began speaking 
to me about it.  I couldn’t help but feel angry and 
disappointed with myself.
   At first, I did not want to participate, but after a 
while I began to be able to sleep better, felt sharper, 
stronger, less focussed on manipulating my parents 
and more interested in learning new exercises that 
would intensify my workouts.  After CSM Scott, Lt. 
Guy, CSM Alfieri and Capt. Bowman bombarded 
me with different exercises that worked for them, I 
began to enjoy going to the weight room and looked 
forward to pouring my frustrations into exercise that 
made me stronger.  Making that physical investment 
began to pay dividends after a couple of weeks, when 
staff and my friends began saying my push ups were 
getting better, my shoulders looked bigger, I started 
passing my PO runs.  What was this?  I was caught off 
guard when CSM Scott complimented my efforts after 
a workout in the weight room.  It was like the weight 
room was this exclusive club for people like me that 
could use their frustrations to their advantage and feel 
good about it.   

   

Soon I forgot about manipulating my parents and 
focussed on changing my workouts to be more 
effective.  It was interesting, talking to other students 
in between exercises that felt the same way about 
the weight room.  It wasn’t long before I realized I 
was just like everyone else.  Everyone has their own 
frustrations, everyone has their own anger, everyone 
has their own built up energy, everyone has their own 
way of managing it, everyone has a responsibility to 
manage it appropriately.  Life, for now is easier, even 
without a weight room right now…thanks COVID!  

   By focussing on what I need to do during the days 
and making time to manage my frustrations with 
exercise has helped me to become more successful, 
more independent and happier.  After the Christmas 
stand down I recognized others that were now 
thinking the way I used to.  Helping them to get on 
the path I’m on, and setting an example of someone 
contributing to their team’s success has helped some 
of my friends and helped me earn my promotion to 
Barman.  I hope vaccines are rolled out, and gyms are 
open at home this summer!

Finding what works to manage frustration
A Company Report
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Spring is coming soon

To say that January has been a 
challenging month would be an 
understatement.  

RD Smid, MMM, MB, CD
Lieutenant-Colonel (retired)
      
To say that January was a challenging 
month would definitely be an 
understatement!  Online learning has 
been difficult for everyone, both students 
and teachers alike, but we remain hopeful 
that we will be back in the classroom in 
the coming weeks.  The boys have been 
able to adapt to these circumstances and 
in many cases I have been quite impressed with their resiliency.  It 
does seem like we are in the very depth of the winter of Covid at 
the moment but spring is both literally and figuratively just around 
the corner.  I am confident that working together we will all make 
it through.

I have such confidence that things will improve that we are already 
planning for the summer.  I am excited that we have decided to 
run our own summer camp this year at the Academy focused 
on outdoor adventures and sports.  More information will be 
provided in the coming weeks.  I am excited that we intend to have 
a rappel tower built and ready for use by July.  I am grateful for all 
the hard work that the Parents’ Fundraising Committee is doing to 
help us realize this dream.  The Academy is very fortunate to have 
so many dedicated parents.

There is a lot to look forward to in the coming months.  Before 
you know it I will be writing about graduation!  Between now and 
then, the Academy Team will continue to work hard to provide the 
best environment for learning for the boys that we can.  On behalf 
of all the staff at the Academy, I thank you for the patience and 
support that you have provided us during difficult and stressful 
times.  Spring is coming! 

Message from the Headmaster
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Support RLA
Robert Land Academy is a not-for-
profit organization. School fees cover 
the costs to operate the school however 
additional programming, capital 
improvements and the Founder’s 
Scholarship Fund are funded solely 
through donations. 
Along with the Founder’s Scholarship 
Fund and our Building Potential Fund, 
which covers campus improvements 
and major repairs, RLA is currently 
raising funds for a rappel tower 
through our 2021 Signature Campaign. 
Please visit www.GiveToRLA.ca to find 
out more about what a rappel tower 
will mean to the school and check back 
here for updates on how much of our 
$120,000 goal has been raised. 
Thank you for your continued support 
of the school and the students.
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Cadet McEachran
COVID-19 has changed many peo-
ple’s lives.  At the Academy we have to 
follow specific rules due to COVID.  
From wearing masks all the time and 
staying six feet apart to sanitizing our 
hands constantly.  

I came to Robert Land last year on 
February 3, 2020.  The biggest thing 
that was different for me when I ar-
rived back in September was how the 
mess was run.  Last year it was filled 
with 4 long rows of tables and chairs 
on both sides.  All of A Coy filled the 
first row, B Coy filled the second and 
third row and C Coy filled the fourth 
row.  At each meal each table had 
either one jug of juice, one jug of milk, 
and one jug of water.  Each table also 
had dressing, cereal, soup, salt and 
pepper when needed.  

At the beginning of September A Coy 
and B Coy ate together from 1700 
to 1800hrs and then C Coy ate from 
1800 to 1900hrs.  This was quite a big 
change for me because last year all of 
the academy ate together and now we 
are spread out six feet apart.  Between 

each kid there is at least one chair , as 
before we were cramped together.  
Each time we want to get water, juice 
or cereal or dressing we have to walk 
up to the head table to get it.  

The mess hall wasn’t the only thing 
that was a big change.  The Barracks 
was another thing.  Last year we had 
about 40 kids in B Coy.  The barracks 
was filled and had almost no empty 
spaces.  I had three bunk mates; two on 
top bunks and another on the bottom.  
We shared a desk between 2 of us.  We 
were always cramped with space from 
the bathroom to the Common Room 
to our bed spaces.  The bathroom had 
nine showers, five sinks, and six toilets.  
The Common Room had a desk at the 
front for staff with each of the hous-
es in line.  The second I walked into 
B Coy in September felt like a brand 
new company.  With 24 students, two 
people to each cubicle, 24 stickers on 
the floor six feet apart in the Common 
Room, four toilets, 5 showers, four 
sinks, and our own chair and desk.  

The way the schedule was run has 
also changed from the beginning 
of the year to now.  As most of the 

students came back to the Academy 
from Christmas Break from January 
3rd to January 11th, we started online 
learning.  Me, being in B Coy, we start 
our day at 0630hrs, making our beds 
brushing our teeth and getting ready 
for our day.  Then at 0700hrs we head 
to breakfast then starting at 0800hrs 
we start school.  Students with grade 
9 and 10 courses have a schedule that 
looks like 0800-0900 first period, 0900-
1000hrs second period, 1000-1100hrs 
third period, and then 1100-1200hrs 
lst period.  Students with grade 11 
and 12 classes start 1330 and go to 
1730hrs.  I have a combination of two 
grade 10 and two grade 11 courses so I 
am on the computers 7 hours per day.  
My schedule when we were in class 
learning was Grade 11 History, Grade 
10 Math, Grade 11 Computer Science, 
then Grade 10 English.  

This is a big change for Robert Land 
because RLA is supposed to be a 
school with no electronics.  I feel 
Robert Land has done very well with 
what has been thrown at them and are 
handling it very well.

Campus life has changed with Covid 19
B Company Report
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Sergeant Yao

“What a miserable and terrible 
place, full of annoying students, 
unreasonable staff and countless 
ridiculous rules. Thank God I am 
free.” 

I fought so aggressively to leave this 
‘jail’ called Robert Land Academy. 
Then I left, the sunshine was so 
warm, the sky was so blue and the 
wind was so gentle. 

After half a year, I had to come 
back to RLA! I brought hatred 
and hostility to everything related 
to RLA. But, I got 90% average in 
academics, became robust, more fit, 
and most importantly I had my big 
smile back on my face at the end of 
the year. This was so ironic to me. I 
began to question if RLA was really 
an awful place, or was I an ignorant 
person? 

After the summer, COVID 19 was 
still severe outside in the world, I 
decided to finish my last year in 
RLA and nowhere else. It was sur-
prise to my family too. 

After coming back, I put in more 
effort, brought a positive attitude 

and big smile. I began to set goals 
for university, like UBC and UofT. 
I also participated in leadership 
positions at RLA. The “annoying 
students” give me joy, laughter and 
inspiration. The “unreasonable 
staff ” give me support, care and 
wise advice when I feel gloomy. 
The “countless ridiculour rules” are 
becoming nothing but some basic 
manners you can use in the real 
world. I earned the rank of corporal 
and continue to maintain a 96% av-
erage over all my Grade 12 courses. 
Also, I am becoming stronger than 
ever. The path to success is opening 

up to me. 

After experiencing this suffering, I 
no longer have excessive concerns. 
I learned “suck it up, just do it and 
take it easy” from Capt. Lee who 
is my company commander. I am 
enjoying life at RLA. It is a place 
that really changed me a lot. Finally 
I realized there is no worse place 
really, but a person carries negative 
and that will make everywhere 
worse. Only if you are great, even 
hell will not be terrible for you. If 
you suck, even paradise will be the 
worse place for you. 

Maybe, RLA isn’t the worst place at all
C Company Report
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After writing this article, Sergeant Yao (centre) was made Head Boy and 
promoted to Sergeant. Head Boy is the most senior student leadership 
position at Robert Land Academy. 



Dr. David Harley
Deputy Headmaster 

As the end of this month approaches, we are reminded that 
the current 2020-2021 school year is now half over.  Most 
of us have experienced an unusual dialectic of experience 
in that on one hand the time has quickly passed by since 
September but on the other hand it seems that the reality 
and restrictions of Covid experiences have seemed to make 
time drag by relentlessly.

The boys who started here in September have seen many 
changes in themselves as they have found validation in this 
environment and a new confidence and sense of direction 
in themselves.  Adolescence has never been an easy time for 
young men and these times like few before have presented 
fresh challenges and obstacles.  Flooded with information, 
finding good information is evasive.  Truth it seems is 
elusive and in a world with contradictory ‘truths’, the 
fundamental rules of logic have seemingly been suspended. 

The events south of our border have brought to light this 
fact in a glaring manner where people cannot find common 
ground because they cannot agree on common facts.  Beliefs 
should give way to facts but in the current age we find that 
facts increasingly give way to beliefs.   Almost a century ago 
the British author H.G. Wells made the statement that the 

future of humanity  was a race 
between education and disaster.  
Probably at no point in our 
history has education been 
more important as a means not 
only of acquiring knowledge 
but also of acquiring the 
intellectual discipline and 
discretion necessary to apply 
it in both our individual and 
collective capacities.

The education of our minds as well of our emotions is 
no longer merely the causeway to a brighter future but 
increasingly the very basis of our continued survival.  
Ironically, the present wave of information that was 
assumed  would bestow knowledge has instead given rise to 
a profound and deep widespread ignorance.  Like owning 
a large number of books without opening them, their real 
value only comes from reading and digesting their contents 
by a discerning mind.

The program here at Robert Land Academy stresses 
the importance of addressing both the intellectual and 
emotional dimensions of your son in terms of self-
regulation self-discipline and self-awareness.  His growth 
will continue to the end of the current school year and lay 
the foundations for future growth to follow.

Start the new year off right
ASM Paul Zahra
Greetings and Happy New Year to 
all the boys.   It is so nice to be back 
at the Academy after being off for 
my surgery and Christmas break.  
Thank you to all for the warm wel-
comes that I received when I entered 
the barracks in the morning. It made 
my day.
 
It’s a new year, let’s start off right.  
Move in a new direction if you’re a 
recruit and have been for a while.  
It’s a new year,  last year is done you 
have a fresh start.  If you need help 
ask your IC’s, they are there to give 
you guidance and advice and point 
you in the direction to becoming 
a Cadet or moving up in rank. Set 
attainable goals for yourself in the 

barracks, classroom and at home.
 Coming soon to a barracks near 
you… a Headmaster ASM Inspec-
tion and Adjutant ASM Inspection. 
The boys in C Company know the 
standard and expectation for these 
Inspections. I had the good fortune 
to be able to step in and assist with 
C Company for the last two weeks. If 
you have questions, ask! I will spend 
time in each Company answering 
questions and lending assistance.  
When you see me in the morning 
if you a have a question about your 
kit, ask!  I will be more than happy 
to help. 
 
All boys have had a recruit course, 
you know the expectations, rules 
and regulations.  As in life you must 
follow the rules or consequences 

will follow, 
good or 
bad.  Any-
thing that 
happens to 
you at the 
Academy 
is a direct 
result of 
your own actions… reward and dis-
cipline. The staff awards discipline 
or rewards based on your action, 
you cannot blame anyone for what 
happens to you.  You are making an 
informed decision to do the right 
or wrong thing. The discipline and 
the reward are awarded though your 
action.  Anything that happens to 
you at the Academy and later in life 
is because you have chosen to do 
either the right or wrong thing.

Students have seen many changes
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Capt. Bill Simmons
Academic Officer

Captain Krywulak’s Grade 
12 Philosophy students are 
currently studying Man’s 
Search for Meaning, a text 
written by psychotherapist 
and Auschwitz survivor 
Viktor Frankl. 

Frankl’s book centers, not 
on statistics, politics, blame or retribution, but on the 
experience of enduring through profound suffering. 
His narrative does not harbour bitterness nor 
resentment; contrarily, his language offers his readers 
wisdom that inspires human triumph over tragedy. 

From his suffering Frankl learned that “when we are 
no longer able to change a situation, we are challenged 
to change ourselves.” 

I am encouraged that our Philosophy students have 
the opportunity to read such a meaningful work, 
especially at time when the application of Frankl’s 
wisdom could guide them in finding gratitude in 
difficulty and inspiring benevolence rather than self-
pity. 

COVID-19 has certainly created challenges for 
our students: the health fears, online learning, and 
isolation have confronted them with a situation they 
cannot change. In times of adversity our goal should 
focus on challenging our boys to challenge themselves 
to change - change in meaningful ways that allow 
them to confront hardship with intrepidity. Because 
triumph first requires tragedy, we cannot too quickly 
deprive them of the opportunities of discomfort that 
will eventually provide them the skills to find comfort.  

Wisdom that
inspires in times 
of hardship

Kevin Brown

Dr. (Kevin) Brown has taught 
Senior Science and Math at 
the Academy for 17 years.

Although he earned 
his Master’s in 
Biology from Brock 
University and his 
PhD in Biology from 
York University, 
he admits that his 
passion for teaching 
was inspired by his 
passion for coaching. 

In his early 20’s Dr. 
Brown returned 
to his high 
school to coach 
wrestling, where he trained a student to an OFSAA 
championship. When Dr. Brown was later recruited 
to wrestle at Brock University, he discovered that 
academia and athletics provide similar opportunities 
for student-athletes. 

His passion for coaching had an immediate and 
lasting impact on RLA varsity wrestling. During his 
time at RLA, Dr. Brown trained Alex McIntyre, who 
attended RLA from 2008 and graduated Grade 12 
in 2013. Alex trained with Dr. Brown his entire four 
years of high school and in 2013 became RLA’s first 
and only OFSAA champion. 

It is that camaraderie and bond of enduring through 
a difficult but worthwhile process that makes teaching 
and coaching meaningful to Dr. Brown. 

Wrestling seems simple to him: “If you work hard, 
it pays off. Whether you win or lose, you accept it. 
Wresting teaches you to persevere. Without pain and 
misery and tears, we don’t know we’re alive.” 

Getting to Know the Staff
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MWO JT Lewis
What’s in your backpack: simple survival things you 
should carry even for a day hike
People have been exploring new ways to exercise giv-
en the limitations of the current pandemic. Many are 
taking up new activities including a renewed interest 
in hiking. 
Whether you are going out for the afternoon or all 
day, you should take along some basic necessities to 
ensure that you have what you need for an emergency 
situation. 
“Even if you are going out for a day hike, you need to 
be properly prepared, especially If you are headed to 
a remote location. There is always the possibility of 
changing weather and always a chance that you will 
end up staying out longer than expected. If you are car-
rying enough clothing, food and survival equipment, 
an unexpected event does not turn into a crisis,” says 
Lt. John Milliken of Robert Land Academy’s Outdoor 
Club.
Before you head out, make sure that you are carrying 
the basic items in case of emergency. 
First Aid Kit: There are several small inexpensive first 
aid kits available on the market that fit easily into a 
day backpack. The following is a basic list of items that 
should be in your first aid kit when you go out the 
door.

• Antiseptic wipes
• Antibacterial ointment
• Assorted bandages
• Gauze pads in various sizes
• Medical tape
• Moleskin or another type of blister treatment
• Ibuprofen (or another pain-relief medication)
• Insect sting treatment
• Antihistamine for allergic reactions
• Non-stick pads
• Butterfly bandages
• Tweezers
• Safety pins
• Multitool
• First-aid cards that include instructions on how 
 to use the items if you are not familiar

You can also include items such as sunscreen or bug 
spray depending on your circumstances. You can also 
customize your kit and include such items as splints, 
wraps and more if you are going out for a more extend-

ed stay in the outdoors. 
Thermal Blanket: There are several lightweight thermal 
blankets available for sale that only take up a small 
space in your backpack. A thermal blanket can help 
with body heat retention when the weather takes a 
turn for the cold. 
Tarp and String: An inexpensive 6 X 8 foot tarp and 
string can really help in a situation where you may 
need to get out of the elements. They can be purchased 
in local stores and aren’t very expensive. They can 
also be used to help move someone else in the case of 
emergency. 
Utility Knife: A small utility knife can be used for sev-
eral things including cutting string, fabric or creating 
wood shavings for creating a fire. 
Newspaper Matches, Candle and Kindling: When hik-
ing a source of dry wood will help should you need to 
start a fire. A bit of newspaper, matches, a candle and 
some popsicle sticks for kindling kept in a dry sealed 
bag will help make fire starting easier. Make sure to 
use wooden matches, they tend to be more resistant to 
wetter weather. 
Energy bars: Food is necessary to help survive in the 
woods, there are plenty of energy bars on the market. 
Make sure you bring enough to last at least a day. 
Water Packets: Sealed water packets are also available 
through different sources. They come in single packets 
and cases depending on your needs. They are small 
and easy to carry and can save your life. Try to keep 
enough in your pack for one day. Also, you can buy 
water purification tablets to keep in your backpack in 
case you need to get more water. 
Extra Sweater: An extra sweater in the backpack will 
come in handy for body heat retention if there are sud-
den changes in the weather.
With just a little bit of preparation before you go out 
and hit the trails you can be prepared in case an emer-
gency happens while you are out enjoying your favour-
ite hiking trail. 

What’s in your backpack? Day hike needs.
Outdoor Club Report



Winter Ice Safety

This is the time of year when ice can be as much fun 
as it can be deadly.  Pond hockey is a favourite pas-
time of many children and adults during the cold 
winter months.  It is important to keep in mind that 
a pond may appear to be frozen but in actuality, it 
is not.  It is recommended that a minimum of four 
inches of ice have formed over a pond before walking 
on it.  The ice should be measured by drilling a hole 
in the ice and use a measuring gauge to determine 
depth.  If cracks appear on the ice or you see moving 
water, stay off!  

Black ice is a potentially deadly road condition.  Black 
ice is defined as a transparent, thin layer of ice that 
typically forms in the evening and overnight hours 
when the temperature is colder.  Black ice is virtually 
impossible to see or avoid, making it one of the most 
frightening road conditions.  Rural roads, shaded 
roads and cloudy overcast days can lead to unsuspect-
ing drivers losing control of their vehicles.  Bridges 
and overpasses are also vulnerable to black ice due to 
a higher elevation.  What should you do if you drive 
on black ice and begin to lose control of your vehicle?  
Keep calm, keep your steering wheel straight, do not 
brake, take your foot off the gas and if possible, allow 
your vehicle to come to a stop on its own if you have 
sufficient room to do so. 

Health & Safety

Chris McLeod
RLA 88-91

Happy new year! I feel like the 
whole world was happy to see 2020 
in the rear view mirror and I think 
we all have high hopes for 2021. 

As we look forward with the ex-
pectation that life will return to 
something more normal in 2021, 
the RLA Alumni association has 
started to work on plans for an 
Alumni event centered around the 
Fall Exercise. 

The details will be worked on over 

the next few months but for plan-
ning purposes we are looking at 
Tuesday October 5th to Thursday 
October 7th 2021. We are plan-
ning to have part of the event in 
conjunction with the Fall Exercise 
followed by an off campus Alumni 
only social event.  More details will 
be released in the coming months 
as plans are developed.

If you have not already done so, 
please take a minute to email 
Charles Nicholls at  Nicholls2004@
hotmail.com with your updated 
contact info so that we can keep 
you updated on Alumni matters.

We hope that you and your family 
are safe and well. We look forward 
to reconnecting in 2021.

Planning for alumni event in the fall
Alumni Association Report

The Founder’s Scholarship Fund
GiveToRLA.ca

“Much of my success I owe to RLA.” 

Your gift to the Founder’s Scholarship Fund
will allow a young man to find that success.

The fund provides tuition assistance to families whose 
sons would benefit from RLA’s program. 



JM Paterson

  It was my decision to attend 
Robert Land Academy (RLA) 
during the 1990-1991 school 
year as I was desperate. I had 
dropped-out of high school and 
was struggling with the concept of 
spending the rest of my working 
life as a security guard at a water 
treatment facility. 

My Father, who was a career Army 
Infantry Officer with the Royal 
Canadian Regiment, borrowed 
money to enroll me in the 
Academy. I knew that sacrifices 
were made as our family’s lifestyle 
had changed to accommodate the 
loan, and that made it even more 
important to me that I make the 
venture a success.

Many valuable lessons were in store 
for me at RLA, the most important 
of which came at a high cost and 
usually as a result of being selfish 
or deceitful. Those lessons ranged 
from being demoted and losing 
command to being viewed and 
treated differently by those I once 
led or who had confidence in me 
as a leader. I am thankful to have 
learned those hard lessons at RLA 

instead of in the real world where 
the consequences would have been 
much greater. 

Today, I serve as the Yukon Fire 
Marshal and Director of Fire 
and Life Safety for the Yukon 
government, Chief Fire Officer 
for the territory. I am honored to 
oversee the Yukon Fire Service and 
its 16 volunteer fire departments 
and even more proud to have 
established two Special Operations 
Groups and a Women’s Fire 
Academy. 

The values instilled in me at RLA 
still ring true for me, and by 
holding them in high regard I’ve 
placed myself in the best possible 
position for success. I also believe 
that leaders demonstrate leadership 
by actions, not simply words. 

And as I look toward leaving my 
fire service career behind and 
transitioning to the next phase of 
life, I will continue to reflect on my 
lessons learned at RLA.

Ultimately, I believe the greatest 
rewards in life always come at a cost 
of hard work, sacrifice, discipline 
and/ or suffering. 

RLA values still ring true for Paterson
Where are RLA Alumni Now?

RLA Circa 1979 RLA 2020

Building
Potential

For More Than 40 Years RLA has been

Donations to RLA’s Capital Building Fund
are used to expand the campus, provide new and 
improved facilities for the students, make major 

repairs and continue to grow the school.

GiveToRLA.ca


